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Engine is a non-profit technology policy, research, and advocacy organization that bridges the 
gap between policymakers and startups. Engine works with government and a community 
of thousands of high-technology, growth-oriented startups across the nation to support the 

development of technology entrepreneurship through research, policy analysis, and advocacy.

We believe that entrepreneurship and innovation have stood at the core of what helps build great
societies and economies, and such entrepreneurship and invention has historically been driven 
by small startups. Working with our ever-growing network of entrepreneurs, startups, venture 

capitalists, technologists, and technology policy experts across the U.S., Engine ensures that the 
voice of the startup community is heard by policymakers at all levels of government. 

When startups speak, policymakers listen.
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Patent policy has an important role to play in supporting some of the nation’s youngest, 
emerging innovators: high-growth, high-tech startups. These companies make exciting, 
essential contributions to technology and the economy. While entrepreneurship is very risky 
and challenging, the startup ecosystem is still poised to thrive, especially when policymakers 
are focused on balance and quality in the patent system. And now is a pivotal time for 
policymakers to (re)focus on those themes.

Over the past 15 years there had been a series of positive developments in law and policy 
which created a more startup-friendly patent system. Scores of startups have been able to 
obtain high-quality U.S. patents, and it had been increasingly difficult for bad actors to wield 
low-quality patents in ways that hurt startups and innovation. But unfortunately more recent 
policies have charted a different course, and startups are experiencing an uptick in abusive 
patent assertion. 

To support startups now, policymakers should consider several guiding principles and 
specific actions to promote balance and quality. Importantly, policymakers must prioritize 
patent quality, and not patent quantity. High-quality patents can be a vital asset, while low-
quality patents drain innovation and stand in the way of startup success. It’s important that 
startup patent applicants have the resources and services they need to file strong applications 
and that policymakers establish and maintain high standards for patentability, to promote 
these goals. 

Likewise, efficient and affordable mechanisms to weed out low-quality patents can help 
create the balance in the patent system. It is an unfortunate reality that low-quality patents 
will occasionally be granted (and perhaps more than occasionally). And patent assertion 
entities—or so called “patent trolls”—will continually find ways to leverage those weak 
patents and imbalance in the system to threaten startups. But if startups can afford to fight 
back, it helps them succeed and makes abuse less profitable and less common. 

It all comes down to this: our country faces a long road of economic recovery, and we 
need startups to be able to survive and thrive after the COVID-19 pandemic. But if startups 
are forced to waste time with low-quality patents and frivolous patent assertions—assertions 
that can be lethal—they will not be able to grow at such a pace as before.

In this report, we aim to explore patent policy through the lens of a startup, demystify 
the underlying legal concepts that can often be challenging to understand, and offer concrete 
solutions to advance a patent system that prioritizes innovation for all. 

Introduction
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Startups are major drivers of innovation, economic growth, and U.S. competitiveness. They play a critical 
role in emerging technologies and routinely set out to improve the everyday lives of people across the country. As 
relentless problem solvers, startups develop innovative products and services in industries ranging from healthcare to 
education, transportation, and clean energy.

The nation’s startup ecosystems 
include thousands of young, innovative, 
tech-enabled, high-growth companies. 
Across technology areas and market 
sectors—from advanced manufacturing and 
robotics to artificial intelligence, agtech, 
cybersecurity, and fintech—the number 
and value of startup financing deals have 
grown consistently over the past decades.1

The U.S. also continues to be a world 
leader when it comes to startup growth 
and success. While Silicon Valley is still the 
most developed startup ecosystem, startups 
operate in every state.2 And the volume of venture capital funding has been growing and shifting outside of the 
nation’s largest startup ecosystems over the last fifteen years.3 

Emerging tech companies are not only 
essential to advancing technology, but they 
make outsized contributions to economic 
progress and net job creation.5 Across the 
U.S., firms in their first year of existence 
create an average of three million new 
jobs per year,6 and that positive trend is 
especially true for high-tech, information, 
and communications tech companies.7 

Startups make such critical and 
impressive contributions to the nation, 
but also operate on thin margins and 
must be able to focus on what they do 
best—innovating, hiring, growing, and 
launching novel products and services. It 
is essential—especially as the nation and 
economy recover from the COVID-19 pandemic—that the patent system supports this work, and it is vital that the 
U.S. patent system does not raise unwarranted barriers to startup success. There are many recent improvements to 
the patent system which have contributed to progress for startups discussed throughout this report. But there have 
also been more recent efforts to scale back positive progress, and recent policy changes are unfortunately opening up 
cracks in the patent system, and exposing startups to more or new risks and costs. 

The state of the startup ecosystem
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Patents: What are they, and why do we have them? 

A patent is a limited right granted by the government—and it is granted in exchange for an inventor  
(1) disclosing her invention to the public, (2) doing so in a way that is clear and detailed enough that others can 
understand and figure out how to use the it, and (3) allowing the public to freely use the invention once the patent 
expires (i.e., after 20 years).8

The U.S. Constitution authorizes our patent system, allowing Congress “To promote the Progress of Science 
and useful Arts, by securing for limited Times to Authors and Inventors the exclusive Right to their respective 
Writings and Discoveries.”9 And from this foundation, it is apparent how critical balance in patent law is—
promoting progress requires not 
just exclusivity, but the use of ideas 
in the public domain, the ability to 
design around existing technology, 
and the opportunity to improve 
upon previous work. Using patents 
as a tool to spur genuine innovation 
and invention is thus also “balanced 
against the important public 
interest in permitting full and free 
competition in the use of ideas 
which are in reality a part of the 
public domain.”10

What’s in a patent?

The patent document itself has three main pieces: a specification, drawings, and claims—the most important 
part that defines the actual, specific invention.11

Engine Orange - #ef7455

Congress

U.S. Patent 
and

Trademark 
O�ce

Courts

Di�erent government entities are responsible for various aspects of patent law and policy, e.g.:

Writes & amends patent laws; oversees certain patent 
o�ce operations; and authorizes the o�ce to collect 
and spend fees associated with patent applications 
and patent reviews

Reviews all patent applications to determine whether 
they meet the standards for patentability; grants valid 
patents, maintains public patent records; reviews 
issued patents upon request to assess validity; 
develops regulations; and advises other branches of 
government on IP policy

Adjudicates disputes over, e.g., patent infringement, 
patent validity and enforceability, damages for 
infringement, and patent ownership or inventorship; 
interprets laws and regulations; reviews certain 
patent o�ce decisions

Specification describes the invention. It must provide a 
sufficient description so that a person of skill in the relevant art 
can understand what the patent claims, and be able to practice 
the invention. It can include examples, and needs to provide 
sufficient support for the claims. The specification can provide 
definitions, but cannot be used to expand the scope of what is 
claimed.

Drawings help illustrate the patented invention. While it is 
not required, patent applicants can provide drawings if it helps 
the understanding of the patent. The drawings are supposed to 
relate to the specification, and also cannot be used to expand 
what is claimed.

Claims define the actual invention. At the end of the 
specification there is a series of numbered paragraphs that 
define what the patent actually claims. These paragraphs 
must be written in concise terms and identify what the actual 
claimed invention is. These claims are what actually define 
the legal bounds of what the patentee “owns”—or what it can 
exclude others from doing.
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How to get a patent?

To obtain a patent, you have to submit an application to the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO). The 
Office employs thousands of patent examiners, who are mostly engineers and scientists in various fields, and they 
are tasked with reviewing each patent application to determine whether it sufficiently describes a truly new, useful 
invention.12 Examiners go back and forth with applicants and attorneys, to understand the technology claimed, 
look for and assess prior art (information that is already known), and evaluate the adequacy of the specification. At 
the end of the process, the examiner determines whether to issue the patent, although applicants can dispute the 
examiner’s findings and appeal her decisions.13 While the patent examination process can take years of back-and-
forth, studies show that on average examiners only have approximately 19 hours total (spread out over those years) 
to spend with each patent application, including applications that claim very complex, cutting-edge technology.14 

The law defines what can (and cannot) be patented—to be granted, a patent should be (or have) the 
following:15

What is infringement?

To understand patents, it is also important to understand the concept of infringement. Patent law grants 
inventors the right to exclude—which means anyone who makes, sells, uses, or offers to sell a patented invention 
without their permission, is infringing. It does not matter if the infringer knew about the patent, and it does not 
matter if she meant to infringe—even accidental or innocent infringement is infringement.16 Indeed, a person can 
independently invent something that she thinks is entirely new without any knowledge of someone else’s work, but 
if that other person owns a patent, what seemed like an independent invention actually becomes infringement.17

35 U.S.C. Statutory Standards for Patentability 

§ 101

§ 102

§ 103

§ 112

Useful: Patents must have at least some minimal practical utility.

Patent eligible subject matter: A person is not allowed to patent (i.e., own and 
exclude others from using) abstract ideas, laws of nature, or natural phenomenon.

Novelty: A patent cannot claim something that has already been invented, 
something that has already been described in a publication, or something that is 
already on sale or available to the public.

Nonobviousness: Patents should reflect more than a trivial advance—patents 
should not cover things that would have been obvious to a skilled person working 
in the relevant field.

Su�cient description: Patents must contain a good enough description. Skilled 
people working in the relevant field need to be able to understand and practice 
what is claimed.

Definiteness: Claims must use clear language, not vague, ambiguous terms.
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Startups and high quality patents

High-quality patents can be a vital asset 
for many high-growth, high-tech startups.18 
But low-quality patents—those that are written 
in vague terms or language that is difficult to 
understand or that merely claim things that 
were already known—are just the opposite. 
Low-quality patents drain innovators and 
throw-up unwarranted barriers to research 
and development, competition, and successful 
commercialization of new technologies and 
business ideas. 19

There are a lot of reasons a startup might 
want to obtain a high-quality patent. For 
startups, patents are reportedly only a moderate 
to weak incentive to engage in innovation.20 But, 
especially depending on the industry, patent 
protection can be an important way to prevent 
copying that would otherwise undermine the 
non-patent-based incentives to innovate. Many 
early stage companies seek high-quality patents 
to: attract investors, obtain some competitive 
advantage, improve prospects for exit, or enhance 
their reputation in the market. 

Many companies, including startups, also 
consider patenting as a means to cross-license 
or to prevent or mitigate infringement lawsuits 
by others. For example, if a startup has its own 
patent portfolio, and is accused of infringement 
by a competitor or other operating company, the 
portfolio could improve the startup’s negotiating 
position when resolving disputes or threats. 21

“Advice-wise, I would say do some research 
and talk to other founders who have gotten 
patents. Find out what it was like for them. 
Find out why they pursued a patent or why 

they didn’t, and understand the costs involved 
up front. While I had some hesitations up front 
about patent trolls and other concerns, I think 
when it comes to protecting what you’re doing, 

I think it is nice to say we have some legal 
protections with the patents.”

fyiio
Lincoln, NE 

Alex Kuklinski, Founder

Startup Spotlight

Compared to international patent 
filing in some countries, “it can be relatively 

easier to file a U.S. patent, and we can be 
confident that it will be protected by the court 
system. So far, we have filed six patents with 
GridRaster, and have successfully relied on 

these patents. I would say that the U.S. patent 
system has done very well.” 

GridRastr
Mountain View, CA 
Rishi Ranjan, CEO

Startup Spotlight

https://www.engine.is/news/startupseverywhere-lincoln-neb
https://www.engine.is/news/startupseverywhere-mountainview-ca-gridraster
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Startups and low quality patents

On the other hand, low-quality patents lack value and are particularly detrimental to startups. These patents 
claim things that were already known or that are written in vague, overbroad terms that are difficult to understand. 
They are the type of patents that should not have issued in the first place, and when they do routinely stand in the 
way of innovation. The mere existence of a low-quality patent can distort commercial and innovation markets, 
operating—as the Supreme Court has noted—like “scarecrows.”22 Even if they are never asserted, “invalid patents 
can create unacceptable litigation risks for potential entrants, raise entry costs, delay entry, deter customers and 
business partners from contracting with new entrants, and impose inefficiencies while distorting innovation.”23

Yet, low-quality patents are a reality our nation’s innovators face. And in recent years, the country’s global 
rankings in quality have dropped.24 One study even revealed that 43 percent of patents that were challenged in court 
were found invalid.25 Another study 
estimated that, if challenged, 28 
percent of all patents would fail to 
meet the novelty and nonobviousness 
requirements, and that jumps to 
39 percent for software patents and 
56 for patents covering business 
methods.26

Regrettably, low-quality patents 
can be (and are) weaponized against 
startups and small businesses in 
ways that slow them down and 
have forced many to close up shop 
altogether.27 Startups are more 
vulnerable than established firms to 
the costs and risks of abusive patent 
assertion, making them an attractive 
and unfortunately common target. 
And it is a sad truth that the only 
way many startups will interact with 
the patent system is through abusive 
litigation. 

Low-quality patents can 
also pose problems for startup 
patent owners. It is frustrating 
for a company to learn that, after 
spending time and money, its 
patent is easily invalidated; if the 
applicant knew about prior art or 
disclosure problems sooner, it could 
have amended its patent during 
examination, resulting in a higher-
quality patent at the end. 

x x

x x

x

x x

x
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Abusive patent assertion

As noted above, many startups will only interact with the patent system by way of abusive patent assertion which 
is rooted in low-quality patents and/or weak infringement allegations. And instead of trying to adjudicate legitimate 
claims of infringement or assert valid patent claims, many have found ways to misuse the patent system to coerce 
startups, restrict innovation, and harm competition.28

For example, patent assertion entities (PAEs)—
also referred to as “patent trolls”—are notorious for 
trying to coerce startups to make quick payments in 
order to get weak accusations to go away.29 Startups 
and small businesses are all-too accustomed to 
receiving demand letters from PAEs, who make vague 
claims of infringement over low-quality patents. 
Those PAEs know the costs and risks of litigation are 
more than most small businesses can afford. And with 
that leverage, PAEs ask startups to pay nuisance value 
settlements that are less than the cost of litigation. 
While this is wasteful on its face, many startups also 
report significant operational impacts, like changes 
in business strategy, business or business line exits, or 
delays in hiring upon receipt of demand letters from 
PAEs.30

Likewise, established competitors can use 
meritless patent litigation to distract, slow, or stall new 
market entrants.31 In those circumstances, companies 
file patent suits against early-stage competitors who 
have developed different technology and are offering 
unique products or 
services, but are operating 
in the same market. Those 
lawsuits distract startups 
and force them to divert 
resources from hiring and 
product development, 
to legal fees. And the 
existence of the accusations 
cost startups critical 
market opportunities as 
these lawsuits deter new 
customers and business 
partners, can cause 
steep drops in a startup’s 
valuation, and have led 
to some to close up shop 
altogether.32

“Earlier this [a patent troll] sued us, and at 
the same time sued several of our competitors 
and suppliers, trying to assert a meaningless 
patent. The patent was just to the process of 
anonymizing data, not a patentable exercise. 

It was a nuisance because we had to pause our 
development and spend resources defending the 

meritless suit. We eventually got it dismissed 
and spent as little as we could in the process, 
but if we had had more money, I would have 

wanted to go forward and invalidate the patent. 
I could not really justify spending a lot more 

money on the case, but would have rather paid 
our lawyers than pay the troll.”

TheraTec
Bloomington, MN 

Tony Hyk, CEO

Startup Spotlight

“I had to stop publicizing positive news about UnaliWear because 
every time I did, we would get hit with a demand or lawsuit from a patent 

troll. It does not matter that we do not violate their patents—they still 
threaten to sue. The whole business model feels like legalized extortion. 

. . . Patents should be there for the people who are doing something 
meaningful and implementing novel ideas. With [PAEs], it is just a waste 

of time and investors’ money. . . . There are good things that I and my 
company could be doing in the world besides dealing with patent trolls.”

Unaliwear
Austin, TX 

Jean Anne Booth, CEO

Startup Spotlight

https://www.engine.is/news/startupseverywhere-bloomington-minn-theratec
https://www.engine.is/news/startupseverywhere-austin-tx-unaliwear
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Asserting a low-quality (invalid) patent: In many cases, the patent underlying a demand letter is 
invalid and should not have issued in the first place. Because the costs of challenging a patent are so 
high, though, even invalid patents can lead startups to pay for a license or settlement. 

• Example: Washington’s Attorney General recently filed suit against a PAE under the state’s 
“Patent Troll Prevention Act.” The PAE had sent 1,892 demand letters over 18 months 
(averaging 24 per week), threatening to sue small businesses across the country unless they 
paid $65,000. The asserted patent was directed to basic data processing for business and 
financial transactions, and in 2014 the USPTO had said the patent was likely invalid. But the 
PAE continued trying to coerce people to license that likely invalid patent for at least six 
more years.33

Suing end-users of technology when someone has already paid for a license: In so-called 
“customer suits,” patent owners can sue end-users like startups and small businesses that use 
technology developed by other companies. By suing end-users, there are more potential 
defendants, and those targets know less about the technology and are less-equipped to challenge 
the accusation. And in many cases, the company that developed the technology has already paid for 
a license or proved it does not infringe—a fact that end-users might not know, but which means they 
are licensed or non-infringing, too.

• Example: In 2011, a PAE sued Amazon for infringement based on a feature of Amazon Web 
Services. After several months, Amazon resolved the case in its favor when the PAE 
dismissed its suit and promised not to sue Amazon again. Then, a few years later, the PAE 
filed new lawsuits against over 50 of Amazon’s customers, raising the same infringement 
allegations based on the same patent. Those cases were eventually resolved, as the PAE’s 
suit against the customers was barred by Amazon’s previous win.34

Accusing non-infringers: Unfortunately, sending demand letters has become so common that PAEs 
will send letters without doing any diligence on the accused infringer. The result is sending demand 
letters to companies where there’s no colorable argument they infringe. 

• Example: In a 2012 suit, a Chicago startup was accused of infringing a patent directed to 
reserving purchases of goods and services. Instead of paying a PAE to settle over that 
low-quality patent, the startup founder defended himself in court. Ultimately, the court not 
only ruled in the startup’s favor, but the court also awarded the founder his attorney’s fees 
because the PAE had failed to conduct even minimal diligence before suing.35

Adopting broad or shifting claim constructions to try and cover new, non-infringing products: 
Because claims are at the core of patent law, it is critical to understand specifically what the terms in 
patent claims mean. But because the actual language of a patent's claims will always be open to 
interpretation, it means patent owners can adopt a shifting approach to defining claim terms (and 
scope) throughout the life of a patent, including when bringing, or even threatening to bring, an 
infringement lawsuit. 

• Example: A patent claim may say that the patentee invented a method of manufacturing a 
known product, and that specific method involves melting plastic at a certain temperature 
and using a designated technique. After the patent issues, though, the patent owner could 
try to assert its patent against everyone manufacturing that known product—regardless of 
the melting details. This sort of assertion would (likely improperly) expand the scope of the 
claim.

Flavors of Patent Abuse

1

2

3

4
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Abusive patent assertion (cont’d)

Startups are particularly vulnerable to abusive patent assertion, which makes them an unfortunately attractive 
target.36 Part of this has to do with the high costs of and imbalances within litigation. The average seed-stage startup 
raises $1.2 million, a sum that is expected to cover its costs for nearly two years.37 And most startups have far less 
money than that. But defending a lawsuit filed by a PAE can easily cost $1-5 million.38 Moreover, the costs of 
litigation are not symmetrical—even in a frivolous case, the accused infringer faces much more substantial costs and 
risks than the entity asserting the patent.39 
Because startups cannot afford the cost of 
a defense, PAEs know they have a greater 
incentive to settle. 

Beyond just cost, startups face unique 
risks in the face of litigation, which increases 
the leverage PAEs hold and the impact of 
PAE demands on smaller companies. Startups 
already operate in a risky environment, and 
for them to survive and succeed, they need 
to focus on things like product development, 
hiring, customer discovery, early marketing, 
and securing financing. Yet patent demands 
stand in the way of all of that. For example, 
in one study 100% of investors surveyed 
reported that an existing patent demand 
against a startup could deter them from 
investing.40 Indeed, evidence suggests 
extensive patent demand activity around 
the time a company is considering an initial 
public offering (IPO)—a particularly public 
and vulnerable time in a startup’s life.41

There is ample evidence of the ways abusive patent assertion hinders innovation. PAEs cost accused infringers 
an estimated $29 billion per year, falling primarily on innovative firms. And as these targets are forced to spend 

on abusive litigation, they also have 
to reduce spending on productive 
things like research and development. 
Studies estimate that publicly traded 
companies sued by PAEs reduce R&D 
spending to the tune of $211 million. 
Of particular relevance to startups, 
lawsuits filed by frequent patent 
plaintiffs (largely PAEs) led to a decline 
in $22 billion in venture investing over 
a five-year period.42 And startups are 
more likely to forgo R&D in areas that 
low-quality patents improperly cover.43

Invasive discovery

Bad press

High li�ga�on cost

Startup

PAE

Distrac�on from R & D

Losing customers 

& investors

No business disrup�on

Lower costs

EFFECT OF PAE LITIGATION ON INNOVATION

-48%

-19%

-14%

R&D spending, large firm

R&D/operating expenditures, small firm

Aggregate VC investment

James Bessen, The Evidence is In: Patent Trolls Do Hurt Innovation, Harv. Bus. Rev. (Nov. 2014), 
https://hbr.org/2014/07/the-evidence-is-in-patent-trolls-do-hurt-innovation (citing research by 
Catherine Tucker, Roger Smeets, Lauren Cohen, Umit Gurun, & Scott Kominers).
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Against this backdrop, it is unsurprising that as PAE litigation increases, startups suffer; and they can thrive 
when they can avoid abusive litigation. There have been a number of policy interventions over the past decade that 
made abusive litigation more difficult or less profitable, each of which contributed to a decline in PAE filings. And 
over that same time 
startup activity had 
been on a steady 
upward trend. 
However, more 
recently some have 
sought to unravel 
those beneficial 
policies, which is 
contributing to a 
resurgence in abusive 
patent assertion. 

Venue & Forum Shopping:
In a tactic known as “forum shopping,” PAEs frequently file lawsuits in patentee-friendly courts, 

because that makes it easier to coerce startups into settling frivolous cases. Things like default case 
schedules and local court rules can make the risks and costs startups face even higher. For this reason, a 
disproportionate number of patent cases were (and still are) filed in two towns in far-east Texas. Then, in 
2017, the Supreme Court decided TC Heartland LLC v. Kraft Foods Group Brand LLC, 137 S. Ct. 1514, 
confirming that companies can only be sued for infringement in places where they are incorporated or 
have a regular and established place of business. This made it much harder for PAEs to sue startups in 
eastern Texas. But now the same forum shopping tactic has shifted, with PAEs filing a shocking number 
of cases—including against startups and small businesses—in Waco, Texas, another patentee-friendly 
court where PAEs have a lot of leverage. And because Waco is close enough to Austin, there are now a lot 
more tech companies and startups within a PAE’s reach.
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Improving patent quality

Because low-quality patents are often 
at the core of abusive patent assertion, one 
of the most important things policymakers 
can do to combat the problem is improve 
the quality of issued patents and prevent the 
enforcement of invalid ones. The USPTO 
has an enormous task of reviewing hundreds 
of thousands of new patent applications each 
year.44 And, as noted, under that workload 
examiners have on average 19 hours to spend 
with those applications throughout the 

examination process.45

What Policymakers Can Do
Increase & improve resources available 
to support patent applicants of all sizes: 

• Meet innovators where they are at. 
The Leahy-Smith America Invents 
Act (AIA) established regional USPTO offices in four cities across the country. Before that, there had 
only been one USPTO office, in Alexandria, VA. Now there are offices in Detroit, San Jose, Dallas, and 
Denver.46 This regional presence makes it easier for innovators across the country to access the USPTO’s 
resources. Policymakers should consider further expanding the reach of the Office, either through additional 
regional offices or other satellite presence.47

 ◦ Creating a regional office in the southeastern U.S., near Atlanta for example, could add great value, 
especially since that region is home to several historically Black colleges and universities (HBCUs) 
and a burgeoning startup scene. Creating a USPTO presence in Atlanta could provide better access to 
resources for startup founders from diverse backgrounds and innovators in the region, allowing them 
to file more high-quality applications.

• Ensure ready access to the resources, tools, and advice needed to prepare and file high-quality 
applications. The USPTO already makes resources available to patent applicants. For example, there is 
a public search facility in the Alexandria office and resource centers across the country.48 Also, USPTO 
staff have noted how applicants may benefit from accessible online tools for the pre-submission process.49 
Policymakers should evaluate what of these offerings are working, and seek to replicate successes across the 
country. 

• Expand pro bono offerings and make existing programs more visible. The AIA also created a patent pro 
bono program to assist under-resourced inventors and small businesses.50 But many do not know the 
program exists.51 The pro bono program should be more accessible, expanded to reach innovators in more 
parts of the country, and expanded to aid in, e.g., trademark applications.

• Give applicants earlier information about applications and prior art. Many patent applicants may not 
know about relevant prior art early in the process or may not have a patentable idea, which could mean 
wasted time and money on an ultimately unsuccessful application. To solve this, the USPTO could 
implement procedures to give applicants an earlier assessment of prior art and patentability. For example, 
the Office should consider pilots to provide this type of information to certain applicants at the outset of 
examination.52
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Institutionalize a focus on quality at USPTO:

• Position the focus on all stakeholders. The 
USPTO largely interacts with people and 
entities that apply for patents and has few (if 
any) mechanisms for interacting with the rest of 
the Office’s stakeholders.53 But because a patent 
is the right to exclude everyone in the country 
from doing what a patent claims, the public has a 
vital stake in the Office’s decisions. The USPTO 
should embody a culture that balances the interests 
of these myriad stakeholders—ranging from 
patent owners and applicants, to innovators and 
entrepreneurs who only interact with the patent 
system when they are accused of infringement.

• Restore quality-oriented infrastructure and 
leadership positions. In 2015, the USPTO 
instituted a number of organizational and 
functional changes to prioritize quality. For 
example, the Office launched the Enhanced Patent 
Quality Initiative and created the position of 
Deputy Commissioner for Patent Quality. Among other things, the Deputy Commissioner oversaw improved 
training for examiners, conducted regular conversations about advancing and measuring quality, and invested 
in improved IT. Last year, however, the USPTO eliminated quality-focused leadership positions.54

• Ensure examiners have the resources and technology needed to fully evaluate patent quality.  
Just doubling the amount of time examiners have to evaluate patent applications could save nearly $300 
million annually.55 While the USPTO would have to spend more to allow for that doubling, the increased 
costs at the USPTO would be more than offset by savings in litigation, post-grant patent review, and 
examination. And this does not even account for the benefit of having money reinvested in R&D instead of 
wasted over low-quality patents.56

Identify and correct incentives for the issuance of low-quality patents: 

• Improve the USPTO’s cost structure. Right now, the USPTO charges applicants, but the fees applicants 
pay are far below what is needed to cover the costs of examination. Instead of relying on application fees to 
cover those expenses, the USPTO relies on issuance fees (paid when the patent is granted) and maintenance 
fees (paid periodically during the life of a patent). This structure creates the risk that the USPTO will be 
unable to cover its expenses and also creates troubling incentives that can lead to granting low-quality patents. 
Policymakers should consider restructuring to increase examination fees for large applicants, who can also 
subsidize applications from smaller businesses.57

• Encourage earlier clarity during patent examination. As noted, some patent owners game the system, 
strategically shifting their theory about claim construction and the definition of key terms after the patent 
issues—which allows them to take a shifting approach to assertion.58 USPTO could help reduce this problem 
by encouraging patent owners to take more clear positions about claim construction earlier in examination. 
For example, examiners could write short statements about claim terms and scope when they decide to issue a 
patent. Or courts could impose a penalty when patent owners try to alter claim scope.59

“I would like to see the U.S. government 
do something though, like create a program for 

women and minorities, because it’s just such 
a heavy [lift, to apply for a patent]. . . . If you 

think about minority women, for example, their 
ideas matter, and they should be nurtured and 
cherished. So I think the government should 

consider setting up programs to help reduce some 
of the financial burdens of the patent process.”

Stylaquin
Providence, RI 

Sarah Fletcher, Co-Founder

Startup Spotlight

https://www.engine.is/news/category/startupseverywhere-providence-rhode-island
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Efficient & affordable challenges to low quality patents

One essential way to combat patent system abuse is to empower third-parties to challenge low-quality patents—
but these patent validity challenges have to be accessible. Most startups cannot afford the $1-5 million (or higher) 
cost of defending against a low-quality patent in court. When there are more affordable defenses—within reach for 
startups and small businesses—it levels the playing field in patent litigation, and it makes abuse less profitable and 
therefore less common.60

What is IPR?
Inter partes review (IPR) is a more efficient, affordable alternative to challenge low-quality patents. With 

IPR, a third-party can go back to the patent office’s Patent Trial and Appeal Board (PTAB) and petition it to take 
a second look at a patent. The PTAB is made up of administrative judges that have a particular expertise in patent 
law, making them especially well-suited to perform this second look review. The PTAB can then assess whether the 
patent was (in)correctly granted, i.e., whether it fails to claim a truly new invention.61 (In other words, while very 
valuable, IPR is limited to prior art-based patent challenges, i.e., assessing whether a patent is novel or obvious.) And 
all of this is done within 18 months, much faster than a court case—which means startups accused of infringement 
can get out from under the cloud of litigation faster. 

Congress created IPR as part of the AIA, by an overwhelming majority and after almost a decade of careful 
consideration.62 Congress’s goal was to improve patent quality, weed out invalid patents that hinder innovation, 
and reduce abusive litigation.63 And for years, IPR had been working as intended. Yet recent policy changes 
unfortunately cabined access to IPR, and policymakers should restore this mechanism so it can continue to serve 
startups and innovators across the country. 

Why does it matter to 
startups?

Pursuing an IPR costs an order 
of magnitude less than invalidating a 
patent in court—with IPRs costing 
on average less than $500,000.64 
That price may still be out of reach 
for many startups, but for those that 
can afford to file an IPR, the savings 
is substantial. Indeed, the difference 
between the median cost of filing an 
IPR and defending a lawsuit filed by 
a PAE is $1,425,000. The average 
software engineer’s salary hovers around 
$80,000 per year.65 This means that a 
startup choosing to file an IPR instead 
of defending a case in court could hire 
over 17 engineers with the money saved 
in IPR.

Cost Comparison: IPR vs. District Court

$1,875,000
Cost to defend NPE
case ($1-10M at risk)

$450,000
Cost of IPR

(electrical/computer tech)

The di�erence between the median cost of defending an NPE litigation and the median 
cost of filing an IPR is $1,425,000. The average software engineer salary hovers around 

$80,000/year across the country. Meaning the money saved by filing a successful IPR, as 
opposed to defending in court, could cover the salary of 17 more engineers 
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More broadly, since IPR was introduced, the costs of district court patent cases had started to decline.66 Startups 
were able to respond to patent demands with a credible IPR petition, and get PAEs to walk away or settle for less.67 
As IPR reduced costs, it also reduced the settlement value of low-quality patents.68 Overall, thanks to IPR, it was 
becoming more difficult to leverage the high costs of litigation to coerce startups into settling frivolous cases. 

Finally, IPR advances the broader goal of weeding out invalid patents—because when an invalid patent claim 
is deemed unpatentable, that creates a public good in clearing out innovation space that anyone can now occupy.69 
Indeed, there are many examples where one IPR petition could (or did) benefit numerous others. This saves other 
emerging tech companies from being accused of infringing the same invalid patent. For example:

Multiple defendants were being accused of infringement based on 
using the Google Play store to distribute an app, and then, after ten 
lawsuits had already been filed, the patent was deemed invalid in an 
IPR.70

A now-invalid patent was being asserted against small podcasting 
entities in a way that could have threatened everyone in the 
podcasting industry, but a public-interest group filed a successful IPR 
challenging its validity.71 

An IPR was used to invalidate a patent that had been asserted 
against more than 100 defendants in the sports tech industry.72

Another IPR challenged patents being asserted against open source 
software users.73

IPR also allows larger companies that make technology to protect 
their users and customers by efficiently weeding out invalid patents.74

https://portal.unifiedpatents.com/ptab/case/IPR2013-00391
https://portal.unifiedpatents.com/ptab/case/IPR2013-00391
https://www.eff.org/deeplinks/2018/05/eff-wins-final-victory-over-podcasting-patent
https://www.eff.org/deeplinks/2018/05/eff-wins-final-victory-over-podcasting-patent
https://www.finnegan.com/en/insights/articles/how-sports-tech-companies-can-fight-back-against-patent-trolls.html
https://cloudipq.com/2019/04/30/sound-view-escalates-patent-assault-on-open-source-software-with-new-wave-of-lawsuits/
https://cloudipq.com/2019/04/30/sound-view-escalates-patent-assault-on-open-source-software-with-new-wave-of-lawsuits/
https://casetext.com/case/hp-inc-v-mphj-tech-invs-llc-1
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IPR has been a success.
Over 12,000 petitions have been filed with the PTAB. That is a very small fraction of the nearly 4 million 

active U.S. patents.76 Yet, thanks to IPR, companies report fewer frivolous patent demands.77 Studies estimate that 
innovators have saved over $2 billion thanks to PTAB review, and it has led to a $2.95 billion increase in U.S. 
business activity and to the creation of over 13,500 job years.78 Indeed, since IPR went into effect in 2012, abusive 
PAE litigation started to decline while startup activity simultaneously increased.79

“The inter partes review (IPR) system is really important, 
but it needs to be reformed….What we are finding now, under 
the current policy, is that a company that files with the [PTAB] 

within 30 days of being sued has their IPR thrown out because of 
parallel litigation. This is not what Congress intended in passing 

the law creating IPR, and it creates a series of challenges for 
startups. When IPR isn’t there to invalidate a bad patent, startups 

are looking at $2 million in costs. That creates a big disincentive to 
fight back against frivolous claims. ”

Mycroft
Kansas City, MO 

Joshua Montgomery, Founder 

Startup Spotlight

“I was sued by a Patent Troll that ... offered to go away if I just gave them $50,000 cash. My 
only defense in this situation was to... demonstrate the patent was invalid, and never should have 

been approved in the first place! Which I and my co-defendants did though IPR. At a cost of 
about $750,000 and three years. Taking away IPR would literally take away my ability to prove 

that the accusations being made against me were frivolous.”75

X-Plane
Columbia, SC 

Austin Meyer, Creator
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Efficient & affordable challenges to low quality patents (cont’d)

https://www.engine.is/news/startupseverywhere-kansas-city-mo-mycroft
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Litigation on the Rise: Number of New Cases Filed By Patent Assertion Entities (PAEs)
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Source: Unified Patents Portal, https://portal.unifiedpatents.com/

What Policymakers Can Do
While IPR had proven very successful, recent policies have weakened it and there is room to revisit the 

AIA now. Specifically, in recent years the USPTO instituted policies restricting access to IPR, and policymakers 
should act now to restore it. For example, the PTAB is exercising its so-called “discretion” and refusing to institute 
otherwise-meritorious IPR petitions for purely procedural reasons. As a result, the office is protecting low-quality 
patents from scrutiny, and this means more invalid patents remain in force—a trend that has contributed to a sharp 
increase in litigation numbers and costs.80

Congress and the USPTO should reverse these recent policies—especially in the area of discretionary IPR 
denials—as they have improperly cabined access to IPR and bolstered low-quality patents. But policymakers need 
to go further, exploring ways to strengthen IPR and weed-out invalid patents more efficiently. One thing Congress 
could do is allow IPR petitioners to raise more types of invalidity arguments and mandate that parallel patent 
litigation should be paused when IPR is instituted. 
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Prohibiting patenting abstract ideas

In patent law, Section 101 is the threshold that prevents people from obtaining patents on abstract ideas, 
laws of nature, and natural phenomena. And this framework for patent subject matter eligibility promotes 
innovation in ways that are especially relevant to startups—both because it prevents people from trying to 
own basic concepts and business activities and because it provides an early opportunity to curtail abusive 
litigation.81

In 2014, the Supreme Court decided Alice Corp. v. CLS Bank, which is a key case in this area confirming 
that patents can be granted for actual inventions but not for abstract ideas.82 This reaffirmed over 150 years 
of case law and set forth an analytical framework for assessing patent eligibility.83 First, courts and examiners 
ask whether a patent claim is directed to an abstract idea, and then, if it is, they ask if the claim contains some 
inventive concept above and beyond that underlying idea. If the answer to the latter question is “no,” the claim 
is not eligible. For example, using a generic computer to collect data, analyze it, and generate a result is not 
patent eligible: the underlying idea of analyzing data is abstract, and merely doing that on a computer adds 
nothing.84

This prohibition on patenting abstract ideas is vital to startups. Allowing such patent claims would harm 
innovation and create barriers to entry because it would permit one patent holder—who had contributed 
nothing truly inventive—to prevent others from using basic technology to analyze information, organize 
images, transmit data, or perform other routine functions. Even if those companies wanted to offer innovative 
new technologies, they would be restricted due to another’s weak, overbroad patent to an abstract idea.

Section 101 also plays a critical role in litigation, as a tool to weed out the low-quality patents that 
are routinely asserted against startups. Broad, preemptive patents that are directed to abstract ideas (and 
appropriately ineligible under current law) can be and are asserted against numerous accused infringers. But 
accused infringers can raise patent eligibility as a defense very early in litigation, through a so-called “motion 
to dismiss.” 

Practically speaking, this is an affordable defense within reach for startups. Recent Supreme Court 
decisions on patent eligibility have helped reduce the costs of litigation and helped defendants to “nip cases 
in the bud and lessen litigation costs.”85 Federal judges across the country have noted the same, for example 
explaining:

Addressing 35 U.S.C. § 101 at the outset not only conserves scarce judicial 
resources and spares litigants the staggering costs associated with discovery and 
protracted claim construction litigation, it also works to stem the tide of vexatious 
suits brought by the owners of vague and overbroad business method patents.86
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What Policymakers Can Do
The law of subject matter eligibility is working well for startups. Courts and patent examiners remain in the 

best position to interpret claims on a case-by-case basis, applying over 150 years of court decisions like Alice to 
identify what deserves patent protection. Overhauling, or even tweaking, the statutory framework would create 
confusion for innovators and restrict the flexibility needed to accommodate future innovation. That said, there is 
USPTO policy guidance that is out-of-step with the case law,91 and should be realigned. 

How Section 101 Saved These Startups

A game developer avoided litigation threatened by a PAE, where a game it 
had developed allowed users collect rubies and gold for their 
accomplishments. On that basis, the PAE sought $35,000 over a patent 
directed to “the acquisition and utilization of electronic tokens.”  Before the 
PAE even filed suit, the developer wrote a series of letters explaining that,
 “after Alice, buying and using tokens for transactions (like a kid would 
do at Chuck E. Cheese’s), cannot be patented by simply reciting computers 
and the Internet.”87

In 2015, a PAE sued a company that connects other startups with 
investors. The PAE claimed to have invented the concept of online equity 
funding. The startup challenged that claim, arguing the abstract idea of 
crowdfunding was not patentable because it was being done on the 
Internet. A district court agreed, ruling the patent ineligible under Alice and 
forcing the PAE to reimburse the startup’s legal fees.88

A startup that o�ers a nutrition calculator and database to restaurants so 
that they can o�er their guests more accurate nutrition information was 
sued by a PAE. It was accused of infringing a patent directed to using 
menus on a computer. In 2014, days after Alice was decided, a district court 
threw out the patent, explaining that it did not add anything that 
transformed the abstract idea into a patent-eligible invention.89

In 2017, a PAE sued a company that o�ers a cloud network platform and 
provides web optimization and security services. It accused the startup of 
infringing a broad patent targeted to monitoring and modifying data 
streams. By early 2018, the startup succeeded in having the case 
dismissed through a district court decision that relied on several recent 
Section 101 cases finding similar claims ineligible.90
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Preserving balance in damages

Imbalances in litigation beyond the costs of a defense can also create problems for startups. Any startup 
accused of infringement, for instance, faces a (potentially small, but non-zero) risk of being found to infringe, 
meaning it would be on the hook for damages—a risk that creates leverage in abusive assertion. In some cases, a 
patent will cover a very small component of a larger product, and while that patent could be valid and infringed, 
the patent owner may seek damages wholly disproportionate from the value of the underlying technology. And 
litigants can try to game the court process and grossly over-estimate damages in a way that prolongs litigation that 
should have been resolved quickly. But when patent damages are balanced and rooted in solid evidence the overall 
system works better.

In patent law, there are three types of relief an infringer can be ordered to pay a patent owner:92

• Lost profits: A patent owner can recover for the damage it sustained as a result of the infringement—i.e., 
it can recover the profits it would have made if the infringer had not infringed.

• Royalty: If a patent owner cannot prove its lost profits, e.g., if it does not sell a product in the U.S., it 
can ask for a “reasonable royalty.” This means the court can set a reasonable licensing rate and order the 
infringer to pay the amount it would have paid to license the patented technology.

• Injunction: Courts can enjoin infringement, or enter an injunction against an infringer to prevent 
them from making more infringing goods. In simpler terms, a court can tell infringers that they are not 
allowed to engage in any more of the conduct a patent owner complained about. 

Balanced law and policy around patent damages can help level the playing field in litigation. If patent 
owners—including those that own low-quality patents—can threaten startups with very high damages awards or 
injunctions, they have more leverage to coerce nuisance value settlements. 

How injunctions work
Similar to other areas of the law (beyond patents), the Supreme Court has explained when to issue 

injunctions in patent cases. In a decision referred to as “eBay”—since eBay was one of the litigants—the Court 
explained why injunctions should not be automatic in patent cases, but instead why injunctions should be 
awarded when it makes sense based on the specific facts of a case.93 

Before a court enters an injunction, it should ask:
1. Whether the patent owner would be irreparably harmed without an injunction;
2. Whether a patent owner could instead seek monetary damages, and whether those would be adequate;
3. Whether the injunction is in the public interest (or antithetical to it); and 
4. Whether on balance, between the parties, an injunction is favored.

Some of the upshots of this balanced approach include that operating companies—which would include 
startups that make products or offer services—can usually get injunctions when they assert patents against 
others.94 This can be an especially powerful form of relief in the face of actual infringement. And it is a bit harder 
for PAEs to get injunctions, because those PAEs do not make or sell anything, and only have money to lose if 
others are infringing. 
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What Policymakers Can Do
Policymakers should continue to preserve the existing balance—and as possible, promote more—in patent 

damages. Changing the law, and making injunctive relief automatic in patent cases, would breathe more life into 
abusive litigation, and give patent owners (including PAEs and those that own low-quality patents) the power to 
shut down—or at least threaten to shut down—startups.95 An automatic injunction would arbitrarily inflate the 
value of all patents—including low-quality ones or those that cover trivial features of complicated products and 
services. This creates substantial leverage to settle even frivolous patent cases.96

eBay leveled the playing field, freeing accused infringers to proceed with invalidity and non-infringement 
defenses without the risk of having a product pulled from the market.97 This is particularly important for, e.g., 
single-product startups, because an injunction barring the sale of that single-product would put the company out 
of business. Many startups may, understandably, be unwilling to risk that existential threat, and instead err on the 
side of paying high settlements in cases of questionable merit. eBay, and awarding injunctions based on equitable 
considerations, gives startups more freedom to fight back against frivolous claims.

The need for more transparency: 
For many startups, the experience of being sued by a PAE can feel both 

scary and isolating. Some companies are understandably reluctant to speak 
publicly about being targeted in this way. But there can be a lot of value in 
sharing information about who is asserting which patents and how they are 
targeting startups and small businesses in large numbers. For example, in many 
cases a PAE will send a nearly-identical demand letter to many companies—
yet, if one of those companies knows the assertion is bogus, sharing that could 
benefit others. And in recent years, a new form of abusive patent litigation has 
emerged in force—where large investment firms amass and/or control large 
portfolios or weak, overbroad patents that they monetize through actual or 
threatened litigation.98 Knowing who is backing these efforts can be a useful 
tool for litigants, and the overall patent system, in painting these campaigns of 
mass litigation involving low-quality patents for what they are. 
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Creating some risk for bad actors

As noted, a stark asymmetry of costs and risks gives PAEs substantial leverage in patent assertion—
especially when it comes to startups.99 Not only is the accused infringer in a frivolous case very vulnerable, 
but “PAEs have nothing to lose and much to gain by litigating aggressively.”100 Unlike defendants and other 
patentee-plaintiffs, PAEs “‘do not risk disruption to their core business’ because ‘patent enforcement is their 
core business.’”101 Bringing some symmetry to patent assertion could reduce the leverage PAEs command. 

There are policy levers that do (or could) create risk for abusive litigants, in turn reducing the volume of 
the problem. 

• Attorney Fees: Usually in the U.S. legal system, each party pays its own fees, regardless of who wins. 
But when a court thinks a patent case is “exceptional,” it can order the losing party to pay the winning 
party’s fees.102 For example, a case may be exceptional if the plaintiff filed a frivolous suit or litigated 
in an unreasonable manner (e.g., withholding discovery, unreasonably delaying progress in a case, 
and/or sending repeated nuisance value settlement demands). Fee awards can help deter this type of 
conduct.103

• Patent Misuse: If patent plaintiffs attempt to overreach too much, they may be guilty of patent 
misuse—an equitable doctrine that is supposed to prevent using patents as a tool to unfairly secure 
more rights than granted.104 If a plaintiff does misuse its patent, the court can declare it unenforceable. 
But this is only a defense to infringement, and misuse has “become increasingly irrelevant” as it has 
been narrowed by statute and case law.105

• Abusive Litigation as Unfair Competition: Unfair competition and/or consumer protection laws can 
provide causes of action which allow victims of 
abusive assertion to sue bad actors. For example, 
many states have passed so-called “anti-patent 
troll” laws that place limits (and can impose 
damages) on bad-faith patent assertions.106

What Policymakers Can Do
While each of these tools can help restrict 
abusive litigation, experience paired with current 
volumes of abusive litigation confirm more must 
be done to deter bad behavior. To accomplish 
this, Congress could reinvigorate patent misuse 
and create an affirmative cause of action based 
on misuse, and it could revisit the attorney fee 
statute to assess whether the term “exceptional 
case” strikes the right balance, or sets the bar too 
high for victims of abusive litigation.

“[L]ocal startup Find The Best (now 
Graphiq) received a demand letter from 
[a PAE] alleging that Find The Best had 

infringed on one of their patents. But instead 
of paying Lumen the $50,000 that the 

letter demanded, Find The Best CEO Kevin 
O’Connor hit the troll with a RICO suit and 
pledged to spend up to $1 million of his own 
money to fight back. Long story short, Find 
The Best ended up winning a settlement of 

almost $300,000. This was a huge victory for 
the startup and elevated the issue of patent 

reform within our community.”

The Sandbox
Santa Barbara, CA 

Kyle Ashby, Co-Founder

Startup Spotlight

https://www.engine.is/news/category/startupseverywhere-kyle-ashby-santa-barbara-ca
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